Scope of application:

RWD Schlatter is constantly striving to make their own production chain more efficient.

With this in mind, a Bulmor multiway sideloader EMSII 45 was acquired in autumn 2015. Following the introduction of the new side loader, the existing storage facility could be successfully converted to block storage. As a consequence of this storage improvement, the gangway width of the warehouse could be reduced from 6.5 to 3.8m. This gained an entire warehouse gangway, resulting in extra freely available storage space. In the timber sector in particular, where purchase prices vary constantly, it is a key competitive advantage to always have sufficient storage capacity for when timber prices are low. The EMSII employed here in the warehouse lifts up to 2.5 tonnes of material such as soundproofing panels, mineral fibre panels and rye fibreboard. It then transports them safely over to the production area.

RWD Schlatter entrusts the maintenance of its side loader to Bulmor dealer Max Urech, who serves as service partner to the whole business.

RWD Schlatter with its headquarters in Switzerland is the leading industry specialist for high-quality wooden doors of various designs. In their cutting-edge production site at Roggwil, over 200 employees manufacture functional fire doors, sound-resistant insulated protective doors, bulletproof doors and special wooden doors with panic locks. This values-conscious traditional company delivers its multifunctional entry solutions exclusively to selected B2B customers such as retailers or architects in Switzerland.